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Abs t r a c t
Poverty encompasses over 70% of the globe, the remainder 29% are
middle class, WealthSharingSystems .com was designed to increase the
global 1% population of wealth. Our technology properly used will produce
more millionaires globally in one year than a decade globally all in
Cryptocurrencies, creating a new global crypto economy.
With the emergence of Blockchain technology and crypto currencies, new
possibilities for the way transactions (both data and financial) are handled
online emerged globally.
With WealthSharingSystems.com utilizes Cryptocurrencies for in-game
MoneyPools in order to provably fair and transparently create new wealth.
Wealth Sharing Systems (ETHWSS Token) is a dedicated crypto currency
based on the Ethereum Blockchain that serves as a foundation for our
technology MoneyPools, unlocking new wealth in the global community as
well as it constitutes an ingenious system for changing the crypto currency
community. ETHWSS Token will be used inside the Wealth Sharing Systems
Community. With ETHWSS, we are creating new wealth efficiency, provably
fair and transparent. Our technology creates life changing events and can
be used globally.
Our Pre-Sale of tokens will go to finance the Initial Exchange Offering
(IEO) listing on Korean exchange www.chainx.kr we also have the largest
promotional team in Korea backing this project.

www.ICOPantera.kr

Early token holders will benefit from the liquidity event, plus enjoy a
discount on tokens and dividends on pre-IEO tokens sold for three years.
Join us in revolutionizing economics by helping us to bring the worlds of
digital currency and wealth creation together.
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Potential
•Ghana produced 1600 millionaires Euro from 2000-2015, our system based on a 2 Euro
ticket game in Bitcoin and 2 million daily players 4 millionaires a day are created x 365 x 4
a day = 1,460 new Millionaires a year. MoneyPool ODDs on that pool –one winner out of
five hundred thousand tickets (1/500,000 ), winner will be selected and paid from the
MoneyPool. The power of MoneyPools Technology is that’s just one game, Money Pools
has quick payout games, mid size pools for middle size wins, efficiently pools fill and pay
out, making operator and winners profitable. MoneyPools Technology will produce High
Net Worth Millionaires - 5 million – 10 million –25 million 50 million 100 million and
Billionaire class.
•WSS will produce more Millionaires in one (1) year in one (1) game pool value than
Ghana produced in 15 years. Vast majority of our winners will not come from PRIVILEGE,
most will be poor.
•Decentralized wallets, to prevent extortion, hacking and loss – WSS intends upon raise,
to decentralize the whole wallet network on nodes, to reduce risk.
•MoneyPools will produce winners fast and efficiently 24 hours a day seven days a week.
Using advanced and patent pending technology the highest payouts based on fixed odds.
MoneyPools system is design to pool money and select winners in an extremely efficient
manner.
•No skills required to play, no numbers to pick or horses to select, as simple as pushing a
button. Fixed and fast money payouts using provably fair technology. Create account,
load your account with mobile money ETHWSS, Bitcoin, and play instantly buy
MoneyPool tickets.
•MoneyPools will reduce poverty increase education levels and will build a stronger
social structure to the crypto community and globe. Money is invested back into
communities and the future generations. System will be available to over 800 million
Africans via token via mobile money and the rest of the world, via ETHWSS.
•This prospectus is focused on Cameroon National Lottery and Costa Rica Wealth Sharing
Systems, SA, as both operations are ready to generate revenue and have had significant
investment by Founders.
•API being developed integrates Wealthsharingsystems.com into any website, with
affiliate credit to website, global audience. 3

